
Project Friday for March 7, 2008

1. Use 2 bright blue sheets of cardstock as base.
2. Cut two strips of the dotted blue patterned paper to 3½” x 12” 
3. Adhere one strip vertically along the left side of one sheet of cardstock and the 

other strip to the right side of cardstock.(Forming the left side and right side of the 
double page LO)

4. Cut 2 strips of the squares patterned paper, each 2 squares wide. (appx. 2 ¾”x12”)
5. Adhere next to the dotted blue patterned paper.
6. Cut 2 strips of the black cardstock ¼” x 12” and adhere over the line where the 

two patterned papers meet (dotted blue paper and the square paper).
7. Cut apart the journaling block paper according to color.
8. Cut the black journaling block in half vertically 3”x6”
9. Adhere to LO at bottom right hand corner of the right side LO.
10. Use the green journaling block as the mat for 2 photos. I used the top and the 

bottom of it (to retain as much of the design as possible) and cut the paper 
6”x4½”. Your photo will be 5 ¾”x4”.

11. Place one journaling block on each page; the journaling block at the top on the 
page on the left side and on the bottom on the page on the right.

12. Cut out Life is Good rub-on and place on the left page on the dotted blue 
patterned paper.

13. Cut out 3 circles from the doodled sayings patterned paper and adhere with pop 
dots or foam along the black cardstock strip. 

14. Chose a chipboard shape and button. Adhere button to chipboard and place as 
accent on upper left hand corner of top photo of left page.

15. Cut out a heart from the doodled sayings patterned paper and adhere to large 
photo corner and place on upper right hand corner of photo on right page of LO.

16. Choose 3 chipboard shapes and 3 buttons. Adhere buttons to chipboard and then 
adhere chipboard to right side of LO. 

17. Cut out rub-on sentiment. Cut sentiment in half at comma after “giving”
18. Place first half of sentiment on bottom of the left page and the second half of 

sentiment on bottom of right page.
19. Cut out rub-on border and place at top of right side page. 




